
Anyone can be a big winner with Occidental Grand Casino and Gemani Jewelers  

 
 Some of the finest jewelry in Aruba is found at Gemani Jewelers, located next to the Royal Plaza 

and in the Renaissance Malls. Combined with the exciting program in which they are participating with the 

Occidental Grande Casino, gamers will find their nights more rewarding than ever! 

 Beginning this past week, Gemani Jewelers is participating three nights a week in the free raffle 

offered at the Occidental Grande Casino, with gift certificates of $50 and $100 denominations the prizes. 

Every Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, anyone playing the slots or any of the other games during the 

evening will have ample opportunity to win from the raffle drawing that takes place every hour on the hour 

starting at 9 pm/  

 While waiting for a chance to save some big bucks on fine jewelry, players can enjoy a wealth of 

diverse activities that will keep them entertained and won’t necessarily empty their wallet. Each evening 

they can be entertained by the tropical show at 10 pm, followed by FREE bingo featuring up to $2000 in 

prizes. Free bingo games are held  every night at 10.30, accompanied by snacks and drinks.  

 Patrons should keep a lookout for lovely Adriana, who not only models many of the beautiful 

pieces to be found at Gemani Jewelers, but also passes out the raffle tickets.  

 A chat with the management of the Occidental Grande Casino revealed that the newly renovated 

facility would be soon opening a Poker Room dedicated to the latest craze, Texas Hold ‘em. Not only will 

there be tournaments with guaranteed purses, but they will conduct workshops to assist novices in 

mastering the game. At present, their weekly Thursday night Slots Tournament is open to any participants, 

without an entrance fee, and a guaranteed $500 grand prize. Additionally, coming soon will be the return of 

the Blackjack Tournaments that are so popular, with a $600 guaranteed purse. 

 The joint was jumping on Friday night at The Occidental Grande Casino, and that was literally, as 

island visitors tried moving like the dancers do, or won at bingo. Joe Bogus of Philadelphia can tell you his 

wife Charlotte certainly jumped for joy at the thought that she will get a great deal and an additional 

discount on some beautiful quality jewelry at Gemani Jewelers! Congratulations Joe and Charlotte! 

  


